THE
HINGE
YOUR TEAM IN MARCHESI HOUSE DURING THE BIRMINGHAM
HYM—ALEX, ANDY, CARSTEN, MAKARIOS,SID AND ENGELBERT

Our work and achievements 2015-2016

Board Team 2015 - 2016
Dear members of 41 International,
We started the year with the motto “we link to the past and make bridges to the future” and
our vision was our future strategic policy direction to a new era of our Organization.
We continued the work done by the previous Board and we carried on with the implementation of
our policy and we focused on our Relation with Round Table, Improvement, Growth and YAP.
Please allow me to present you our work and achievements for the year
Continuation of the Strategic working group. Implementation and update of our Future Strategic Direction policy.
Guidance to all member countries to follow our future direction towards Round Table and how
to improve their clubs.
Board visit at Round Table International World Meeting and had a common meeting with
Round Table International.
Signing of MOU RTI & 41 International at RTI Word Meeting Visby.
Agreed with RTI the MOU 10 point action plan implementation and sent to all members.

Implementation of MOU from countries by signing their National MOU.
Production of a Dossier and Flyer for Retiring Tablers.
Involved in the International Side By Side charity Project all4nepal with great results in contributions.
Sale of MOU pins and gave €5.000 to Round Table International for the charity project all4nepal. A symbolic act of establishing charity to our Clubs by supporting Round Table charity
projects.
Support the RTI Blood Donor International Campaign on Round Table Day 14/3/2016.

Promoted YAP. Introduced the 3S YAP program to encourage small countries to participate.
Cyprus in the 2016 3S YAP program.
Involved with YAP and smooth replacement of International YAP Convener and establishing
the future of YAP. Establishment of YAP certificates to Yappers & Home hosting 41ers.
Extended our chain of friendship to Surinam, Hungary, Kuwait, Latvia, Kenya, Portugal and
Nepal. Established a 5 year strategic extension plan with a list of 14 potential countries.
Our faith in democracy and tolerance has helped us to initiate dialogue with France. This has
paved way for better understanding and cooperation.
HYM workshop and discussions have proven to be the way forward in understanding the
needs and thoughts of member countries. HYM 2015 workshop about improving our relation with Round Table.
Personal initiative to visit the AGM 2016 city to discuss organization with the organisers.
Attended the departure of the 2015 Weihnachtspäckchen Convoy at Hanau, Germany.
Set up administrative procedures, member reporting and secretarial requirements.
Appointment of new Editor. Preparations to make Hinge and Communiqué into a new monthly
extended News Letter.

The discrepancies and ambiguities in our rules have been looked into and we will be presenting the essential corrections.
Publications of articles in our means of communications and related family Organizations.
Convert archives to electronic form.
Introduced our new web platform and new Web Master.
Celebrations of 41st Anniversary and introduction of a history report of 41 International since
it’s establishment.
Honoured members for their valuable contribution to our Organization.
Visits to 21 Countries.

President had a meeting with the Board members of the member countries during their AGM.
Affiliation of Surinam.
Continued having closed relations with all related Round Table Family Clubs.
Team work with the Board - 5 Board meetings.
The comradeship and fellowship among members has reached its peak with more activities
during the AGM and HYM.
Maintained and strengthened the bond of International friendship which unites all Tablers and
ex- Tablers.

Worked side by side with Round Table.
We put our best effort and had as guidance our roots and key values of Round Table and carried
out the 41 International Ideals & principles.
A special thanks and appreciation goes to my Board. I couldn’t have done it without them. Last
but not least, thank you All for giving me this opportunity to feel your true friendship.
“By standing together we will be stronger’… we stood by each other, and with understanding
and tolerance, we became stronger.
We maintained and strengthened the bond of international friendship which unites all Ex-Tablers,
and achieved growth and improvement of our Organization.
I am extremely honored and very proud to have served you as President 2015 - 2016 and thank
you for this from the bottom of my heart.
I wish you all well
Yours in continued friendship and Tabling

Makarios Charalambides
41 International President 2015-2016

:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-B6Bh3aJRc.

Copy the link above into your browser for a
brilliant ad for the 2017 HYM (or go to
Club41italia.org)

TANGENT INDIA
Fellowship with a difference – mixing friendship with service…
Just like the 41ers clubs across the country, clubs of Tangent India
were also started with the prime motive to continue the friendships

started during the Tabling and Circling days. But soon many of the
clubs were not content to just meet and make merry.

Members of

many clubs have found several avenues to bring cheer and smiles
into lives which are not as privileged as their own . Some of the projects undertaken by these clubs deserve special mention, as they
highlight the fact that friendship does not just mean being among
ourselves, but going beyond and expanding the meaning of fellow-

ship and friendship.
Pediatric Cancer patients have been provided the care and help
needed by ensuring that they have

a < home away from home>

during the long drawn out durations they are away from home ,
since the patients and family members travel from far away places
to get the best treatment in specialized hospitals . The family accompanying these patients are also taught basket weaving, so that they

can also have a livelihood , while their children are undergoing the
treatment, which often times last from a few months to even a year
or two.
Another club thought that the best way to uplift the morale of cancer survivors and also give them the much needed encouragement
was to have a fashion show, where these

survivors walked the ramp. It was a day they will always remember
and cherish when these ladies proved that they were as good as the
professionals who walked the ramp!!!
As part of their social responsibility, some of the clubs have undertaken projects and which they have been continuing for the last 6 -7
years.

Their members

have even attended

visit the

Dementia Day Care Centre and

a session on Music Therapy which they can

use to look after the elders at home. They also conduct several programmes which involvesthese patients and their care givers , all to
see them smile and enjoy themselves thoroughly.
Several of the clubs decide to provide all the financial support required for the education of children, both both and girls, from the
economically weaker sections of society. Visits to Old Age Homes
brings a lots of cheer and happiness to those who long for quality
time to spend with someone willing to hold their hand and

lend

them a ear.
Another remarkable project

is providing cotton saris,

which are

then cut into long strips to be made into bandages for the inmate of
the Leprosy Home .
where several

Yet another interesting

work undertaken is

members knit small square pieces, which are then

stitched together into colourful baby blankets for the Home for orphaned children.
It goes without saying that more than the monetary aspect, the
greater satisfaction and happiness is derived from the selfless service
rendered and it is often heart warming and sometimes even heart
wrenching when we extend a hand in friendship.

The first ever TANGENT INDIA MTM - A Pioneering Initiative
It all started with the idea that we needed a platform to meet and deliberate and exchange viewpoints, in order to become healthy and vibrant. Just the once a year
AGM was not sufficient . As a growing organization, there are several matters
which need to be considered.
Our VP, Kalpana , put together a programme which involved the experience and
expertise of all the Tangent India Board members . The first Tangent India MTM
took place on 2nd April, 2016 at Gurgaon, near Delhi, India, with participants from
about 8 of the 16 clubs. The 4 hour -long brainstorming sessions , appropriately
called Tangent Think Tank ( TTT), were all pertaining to Tangent matters. In her
words, Kalpana summarized <<The concept behind TTT is that creative and meaningful ideas generated in a group fuel the healthy growth of an organization>> It
was a very successful meet where Mind to Mind mingled, thought and made a
Mark. We are sure a Mid Term Meet of this kind will become an annual feature
which members will look forward to Make Tangent Memorable.

Board members ( 2015-16) with the Past Presidents

Enjoying an Ice Breaker session

The participants listening in rapt attention

By: Jayshree K. Thapar,President, Tangent India

Dear Fellow 41ers,

One of life’s best things to happen to me is to have joined as a Tabler. Then it was only success all through and the journey never stops.
With the support of iends, I was National President – even more enjoyable was when they handed me over to the International! Equally well the International reciprocated and welcomed me as their President. Vini & I saw the world with love and
affection and hospitality from people across the globe in different walks of life. A heavenly experience. We thank God for
this and I wish to impart my knowledge and experience with all our friends. Several memories and names I would like to
mention, which may fill this book!
At the International, they gave me all the support, be it the unique turns which the Association took and we converted some
of our temporary drawbacks & made this as an opportunity for smaller countries in Eastern Europe and a few more small
countries like Netherlands, Malta, Sri Lanka, Poland, Suriname etc., to come into our fold. And in the pipeline are Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania & many others….
These countries coming in made me happier that my theme One World One Club was happening. There is still more to go
– Round Table is in close to 70 countries while we are just reaching 30 countries.
It is time to get closer in our ties and invite back the French into our organization. It still remains an unsatisfied note in my
mind. All of us together should be able to succeed & approach the Tablers in France and convince them not only to join us
but to stay within the frame work of our organization.
I very much appreciate the continuous hard work of Christoph, Carsten & Makarios and I wish Engelbert & his new team all
the very best. My desire is to see through the AGMs of Bruce & Ulrich & I aspire to see the French back in our Association
before this period.
Let us keep our Association unique – strive for quality and take the right steps to expand.
Let us make plans through our YAPs programme to unite all our children world-wide and let them know what our friendship
is all about.
Let us keep our arms & hearts open to help each other – we will certainly see a better world than others who haven’t had
the opportunity of being in our organization.
Let us pray to the Almighty that the blessings showered on us be showered on everyone else in the world.
Let us be together, grow together & serve together.
Wishing everyone a great life and welcome to our India HYM “UTSAV 2016”.
Yours in friendship
KK
N S Krishna Kumar, Past President - 41 International

KK AND HIS LOVELY WIFE VINI

Dear Friends of the 41 International Board,
41 Club Netherlands is proud to present and invite you to our 2nd Dutch Annual General
Meeting on June 10th to June 12th 2016 in the beautiful city of Almelo!
The weekend will be filled with a smashing program, including food, drinks, indoor and
outdoor activities and a gala dinner to be remembered for a very, very long time, underlining our ongoing National and International friendship!
The event will take place in the beautiful city and surroundings of Almelo, where our
friends of 41 Club Almelo are making preparations to welcome all 41-ers in this unique and
very friendly part of The Netherlands. We are proud and very grateful to them, taking the
initiative to organise this event. Monitoring the preparations, believe me, it's going to be
unforgettable!
Attached to this invitation you find the invitationbanner to the Dutch 41 AGM 2016. I would
like to conclude with: "Join us @ Almelo and book your tickets here: www.41agm.nl"
On behalf of the Dutch 41 Club Board,
With kind regards and Yours in 41 Friendship,
Sjoerd van Esch - National President
Edwin Walstra - National Vice President
Xander Terpstra - National Vice President Elect
Lars Slikkerveer - National Secretary
Fedde-Jan Schraa - National Treasurer
Peter Ornée - International Relationship Officer

OT Ski Weekend Sweden: Mature men with gasoline in their blood.
Week number 4 young Tablers in Sweden have for many years gone skiing and partying. If you have done hard partiesfor many
years, you maybe look for something else. This is why we started to do an Old Tablers skiing-weekend, separated from the
young ones. Still tabling, but a little different from the younger years.
This year’s event started in a little slow pace. People were arriving Wednesday and Thursday evenings. Some people were skiing in the slopes, others doing cross-country.
Friday offered a long tour on snowmobile. 130 kilometres is nothing for weak people. For myself I wasn’t in good shape. Fever
and frozen. But I could not stay in the lodge all day as I am a little of a host, just put in an Aspirin and get going. Our own tabler
guide for the day took us out in the white paradise. A little shortage of snow in the beginning, but it went better over the day.
We had nice variation, everything from tracks with narrow trees, to high speed on open fields gaining kilometres in a short
time.
Halfway we reached a restaurant for some lunch. No beers, because actually the police has some checkpoints out in the
mountains, checking you up sometimes!!! In the afternoon the wind came stronger. The stormy weather named Tor catched
us. Luckily the temperature wasn’t that bad, pretty mild. With the regular minus 15 to 20 it would have been a painful afternoon. There was no time for After-Snowmobile (ref Afterski) we went directly to a scheduled wine-tasting activity. By tradition
we have dinner at home in the lodge first night. We were served nice goulash-soup and had plenty of red wine. And of course,
good tabling!
Saturday is usually the day for the peak of the party, just to make sure that Sunday will be steep. Some of the tablers went
skiing; one of them used the skis he purchased last season for the very first time. The clothes were still having pricing information in place. Other smart tablers was renting their equipment. Full of enthusiasm they skied in the slopes for not too many
runs, then the pain in the legs struck them. The needed urgently sports-drinks to recover from the bar, and then was the day
lost… For myself I had to recover from last day’s snow-mobile trip, with fever. The reward after skiing is called Afterski. If you
are ill, you take responsibility for yourself. So I put in an aspirin, and went for afterski. Usually the afterski is in the valley. This
time it was in the slope. The regular one-man-band got support from a few of our fellow tablers. Full party yeah yeah! And in
the background you could see the sunset over the mountains. Beautiful!
Final evening we have dinner at a restaurant. Some nice meat is served, and melts very fine in our mouths. Also for the evening, I have planned to do charter of a new table, but no, it didn´t went out well. We were not fully agreed that the new club
could start at this point. So we postponed it for this year’s AGM. After dinner we leave back home, to solve some of the deepest problems mankind has dealt with….
Sunday we scheduled to do more skiing, but the largest need was massage on stiff legs and aspirins.
Last year we had participants from Austria. We welcome eurotablers to come a long next year!! E-mail me!!
Regards

Jan Karlsson Old Tablers Sweden Jankarlssonstockholm@gmail.com

Our international vice-president elect Bruce
McKay has been honoured by the highly
prestigious South African Academy of Chefs.
I’m sure all Hinge readers will join me in congratulating him on this achievement.

THE BOARD OF 41 ITALY

PRESIDENT MAKARIOS VISITS REPORT AT 2016 AGMs PART 3
In 2016 after the AGM of 41 Club Melita – Malta, I had the honor and privilege to visit the AGMs
of Finland and Mauritius. In additional I made complementary trip to Israel.
Unfortunately this article will be published before I visit the AGM of Great Britain and Ireland,
thus I have no pictures. I am sure the outcome of my visit there will be as pleasant and fulfilling.

OLD TABLERS SUOMI FINLAND AGM 2016 Mikkeli, Finland

OLD TABLERS SUOMI FINLAND PRESIDENT’S AWARD 2015-2016 to Marko Paidan

One more time all of the events were characterized by true fellowship, fun and 41 traditions and
processes. All of the AGM events were joyful and well organized in the spirit of tabling. Congratulations to the Conveners and the organizing committees for a job well done.

Meeting with Israel 41ers and Tables. On my left 41 CLUB Israel President Meir Hermel and
on my right Round Table Israel President Shay Natan.

President Makarios with Ariel Eldor

During my visits I was happy to meet the National Presidents with their boards and to update
them on the 41 International latest news and developments, our future strategic direction policy,
the Memorandum of Understanding with Round Table International and its implementation. And
of course ways to improve and promote YAP, besides all other issues within our future direction
policy.

41 CLUB AGM 2016 Mauritius

Signing of Mauritius National Side by Side 41 Club & RT MOU by
41 Club President Cader Jaunbocus and RT President Vivek Gujadhur
at the presence of 41 International President Makarios and
RT African Region Chairman & RTI Secretary Irshad Paurobally

I also stressed out the importance of having a formal structure and of following administrative
procedures & rules and I had the pleasure of informing our members about the 2015 HYM Birmingham workshop results, about improving our clubs and our relations with Round Table, for
Attractiveness, Charity, Promotion, Administration, Communication and our Identity.
I would like to express my gratitude and sincere thanks to all of you for the joyful and interesting
visits I had during my presidency, to your beautiful countries, for the unforgettable wonderful
memories and for looking after me so well. It was particularly joyful to meet so many old friends
and meeting also new friends.
I urge all of our members to travel to the AGMs and feel the International fellowship, friendship
and make new friends, something that we have always promoted in Round Table years to young
Tablers. And remember to send your news articles and pictures to our Secretary for publishing
to our Newsletter.
Let’s work together and move forward to build the future together, for the growth and improvement of our Organization. “By standing together we will be stronger”, we can achieve more
and we will lead 41 International to a better future.
I look forward seeing most of you at our 2016 AGM Landshut, Germany when history happens at
the celebration of our 41st anniversary.
I wish you all to be well
Yours in Continued Friendship and Tabling

Makarios Charalambides
41 International President 2015 - 2016

From the Editor—I am asked to remind you that
the International Golf Competitiion will take place
on Friday 14 October. More info from Gopal Chopra gopal@nettigritty.com
Thanks

Andy

Goodbye........but not Farewell.
To look forward 1095 days is a long time to do something, but
looking back, time has been flying and running like.... My 3
years in 41 International’s Board as VP.-IP.-PP. have really been
a time I never will or can forget in my life, and especially
meeting a lot of interesting, inspiring persons which I also have
had a lot of fun and fellowship together with, wonderful. What
we also have achieved in 41 International the last years makes
me happy, let me just mention: The Strategic direction pointsguidelines for 41 Int. - MOU with Round Table International
and the follow up work to move forward together both organisations - Communication with The Hinge and the newsletter
Communiqué - A new website is under construction - 5 new
member countries and more will follow in the next 5
years..........and a lot of other items. At last but not least, Thank
you very much to different 41 Int. Board members, National
Board-members, Delegates and all our members for your cooperation. It has been an honour and a pleasure to serve our fantastic 41 International. See you somewhere, some time in the
41 World.
All the best and YiCF.
Carsten Flink

International President 201415

IMPROVE YOUR FRENCH
‘Foie Gras is banned in California as they are opposed to force
feeding….’

GOLDEN STOMACH NEWS
The GS meeting this year will not be in
June, I have been more or less volunteered to host it. Due to the lack of time
I suggest early September 2016 in
Mantova.It will be an Cultural/
Agricutural and Gastronomic venue.
MYSNR n.VI Bruce Italy

IMPROVE YOUR FRENCH 2

It is proposed to ban the circumflex accent In French schools.
This may present problems as you see below.
‘I am sure your sister is OK’ without the accent becomes:
‘I am on your sister and she’s OK’.

GB&I National Council

FROM MANTOVA, ITALY FROM BRUCE MORGAN, PAST
IRO
I enclose some photos of the twentieth anniversary 18th
April 2015 of my club in Mantova, the reign of the Gonzaga family.
You will notice that there are a couple of well known old
faces in the photos, myself and our Italian Past National
President, Luigi Lamberti, who up to this year is the only
Italian National President whose Chain of office lasted
two years.
Of the original group who started Mantova 41 on the 1st of
April 1995 we remain in three. It gives me great pleasure to
announce however that after great difficulty in the past
years to have old Tablers join Club 4, Mantova 11 is one of
Italys 41 clubs with the highest number of young ex
Tablers.

EDITORIAL
This is my last Hinge. May I take this opportunity to thank everyone who has contributed to YOUR magazine.
I’m sure you will be equally kind to my successor.

